SRM University AP- Andhra Pradesh
Announces Ph.D. degree admissions

Key features

- Vibrant research environment
- State of art research facilities
- High Profile faculty advisors
- Attractive fellowship
- Heavily subsidised on-campus accommodation & food
- Nominal tuition fees

SPECIALISATIONS

Computer Science & Engineering | Civil Engineering | Mechanical Engineering
Electronics & Communication Engineering | Electrical & Electronics Engineering
Physics | Chemistry | Biology | Environmental Science | Mathematics | English
History | Economics | Psychology | Commerce and Management Studies

Eligibility: First class masters degree in the concerned subject. Final year masters degree students are also eligible to apply.

Mode of selection: The selection is based on entrance examination, followed by an interview/interaction. NBHM, UGC CSIR NET,ICMR/ICAR JRF qualified candidates will be given direct admission (after interaction with the concerned Research Supervisor)

Last Date To Submit Online Application - 10th April 2021

CONTACT DETAILS

www.srmap.edu.in  +91-863-234300
admissions@srmap.edu.in

Online applications: https://applications.srmap.edu.in/phd